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THE AUTHORSHIP OF
"GAMMER GURTON'S NEEDLE".
The first printed edition of "Gammer Gurton's Needle",
the second English comedy, was issued in 1575, and, as the
title-page of this edition has an important bearing on the
question of authorship, it is well to reproduce it here in its
original form. It runs as follows:
"A Ryght Pithy, Pleasaunt, and Merie Comedie:
Intytuled
GAMMER GURTON'S NEEDLE:
Played on Stage, not long ago in Christes College in
Cambridge.
Made by Mr. S. Master of Art.
Imprented at London in Fleetestreat, beneth the
conduit, at the signe of S. John Evangelist,
by Thos. Colwell.
1575."
This play was first attributed to John Still in Baker's
"Biographia Dramatica".1 This work was originally compiled
to the year 1764 by David Erskine Baker, was continued
thence to 1782 by Isaac Reed, and was brought down to the
end of November 1811 by Stephen Jones. It was published
in its completed form in London, four volumes, 1812. As I
have had before me only this last edition, it is somewhat
difficult to assign a date to the statement about Still. But
of the three editions I think that of 1782 is the one in which
Still was first mentioned as the author of the play. There
are two reasons for this opinion:
1
 Vol. I, p. 691 f. — ed. 1782.
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a. If Still had been mentioned as the author in the edition
of 1764, it seems certain that Hawkins (1773) or Warton (1775)
— or both — would have noted the fact and not have classed
the play as anonymus. This silence of Hawkins and Warton
excludes the edition of 1764.
b. Still is mentioned as the author by Malone in his
"History of the English Stage" (in his edition of Shakespeare's
works, 1790), and Malone evidently got this fact from the
"Biographia Dramatica". This, therefore, excludes the edition
of 1812.
The statement of the "Biographia Dramatica" in regard
to the authorship of the play is as follows:
"His (i. e. Still's) name as a dramatic writer has been
hitherto unknown; but there are circumstances to induce a
belief that he was the author of
Gammer Gurton's Needle. C. 4to. Black letter. 1575.
In the Bursar's books of Christ's College, 9 Eliz. (i. e. 1566),
is the following entry: 'Item for the Carpenters setting upp
the scaffold at the Plaie xx d.' As at that time there was
no other master of arts of Christ's College whose name began
with the letter S; and as it is not probable that any other
person than one belonging to the house \vhere the play was
acted, would be employed in writing it, there is little reason
to hesitate about ascribing this piece to our author."
On this slight piece of evidence have been founded all
subsequent attributions of the play to Still. The historians
of the drama,l with four exceptions, have adopted Reed's view
(as given above) with a greater or less degree of assent. The
four exceptions are Joseph Hunter, George L. Craik, Thomas
Arnold, and J. J. Jusserand. Let us notice Craik first (though
his criticism is later than Hunter's), as he very successfully
refutes Reed's argument. In his "Sketches of the History of
Literature and Learning in England from the Norman Con-
quest",2 Craik thus speaks of the authorship:
"The evidence that Bishop Still was the author of Gammer
Gurton's Needle is exceedingly slight. The play is merely
1
 I do not include here such historians as Scott and Schlegel, who do
not touch on the question of authorship.
2
 London, 1844—5, 6 vols. Vol. ΙΠ, p. 24 f.
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stated on the title-page to have been 4made by Mr. S., Master
of Arts'; and even if there was, as is asserted, no other Master
of Arts of Christ's College whose name began with an S at
the time when the title-page was printed, the author of the
play is not stated to have been of that college, nor, if he were,
is it necessary to assume that he was living in 1575."
This original statement of Reed can be further answered
by the fact that both in 1566 and 1575 there was living,
besides Still, another Master of Arts of Christ's College whose
name began with S. William Sanderson took his M. A. degree
there in 1555, and lived until about the year 1589. Besides
Still and Sanderson there were twelve M. As. of the different
colleges of Cambridge (whose names begin with S) who took
their degrees in or before 1566 and were living in 1575.
I next come to the criticism of Joseph Hunter, the eminent
antiquary, well known through his "New Illustrations of
Shakespeare". This criticism is contained in his "Chorus
Vatum Anglicanorum: collections concerning the Poets and
Verse-Writers of the English Nation", the date of which is
1838. This work was acquired by the British Museum in
1863 (MS. Addit. 24, 487), and has never been published.
Through the courtesy of Dr. Richard Garnett, Keeper of
Printed Books in the Museum, I was enabled to secure a
copy of Hunter's paper on the authorship of the play. The
paper has as its title,
"John Still John Bridges
Bishop of Bath and Wells. Bishop of Salisbury."1
It is inaccurate, discursive, and hardly does more than suggest
that Still was not the author; yet it is interesting as being
the first attempt to disprove the current attribution of the
play to Still. After quoting Reed's argument, Hunter says:
"That it was performed at Christ College is amply proved,
but that the author was of that college is a non sequitur,
since all that is asserted is that he was Μ. Α.; it may be
presumed of Cambridge." Hunter sums up by saying: "On
the whole I think it improbable that he (Still) was the
author."
1
 This is a mistake: Bridges was Dean of Salisbury and Bishop of
Orford.
20*
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The third critic to dissent from the current attribution
of the play to Still was Mr. Thomas Arnold in his "Manual
of English Literature." The first edition of this work appeared
in 1862, but I quote from the fifth edition (1885). In a foot-
note (p. 209) to his criticism of the play, Mr. Arnold says:
"Baker in his BiograpMa Dramatica assigns this
play, written in a metre resembling that of Ralph Roister
Doister, to John Still, a Cambridge master of arts, who, after
being Master of St. John's College, was elected Vice-Chancellor
of the University in 1575, and appointed by Elizabeth to the
see of Bath and Wells in 1593. Various circumstances show
that he had a leaning towards the Puritan party. This is
not the sort of career that the loose-tongued author of Gammer
Gurton's Needle, who besides shows not the slightest leaning
towards any party or doctrine of the Reformers, would be
likely to have run. Nor does there seem to be any other
positive ground for ascribing the play to him beyond the fact,
that on the title-page of the edition of 1575, this 'ryght pithy
plesaunt and merie comedie' is said to have been 'made by
Mr. S. Mr. of Arts'."
Still another critic to dissent was M. J. J. Jusserand in
his "Le Thoatre en Angleterre." * In a foot-note to his cri-
ticism of the play, he says:
"Elle a ete genoralement attribute ä John Still. 6veque
de Bath et de Wells, vers 1543, mort en 1593 (sic). Cette
hypothese me semble inadmissible. D'abord la piece fut pro-
bablement imprimoe sous le titre de Diccon of Bedlam en
1563, epoque ä laquelle Still n'avait que vingt ans; eile fut
sürement jouöe en 1566: Still n'avait alors que 23 ans. De
plus, s'il avait fait jouer cette pifece devant la reine, en 1566,
aurait-il pu, en 1592, devenu vice-chancelier de Cambridge,
demander ä Elizabeth de ne point faire jouer les etudiants
devant eile en anglais, mais en latin?
"H me semble surtout que cette comedie n'a pas, en ce
qui concerne la religion, le ton des pifeces posterieures ä la
R6forme. Gammer Gurton brule un cierge ä Sainte-Anne,
sans qu'il y ait intention railleuse du poete; le cure est ca-
tholique; dans le prologue, on dit que dame Chat ne comprend
Paris 1881. pp. 180 and 181, note.
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pas plus les menees de Diccon que Tom, le clerc, ce quelle
pretre dit ä la messe.
"Le ton est absolument celui qu'on avait au temps de
Henri VIII; la satire (role du Dr. Rat, le cur6) est la meme
que chez Heywood, le ' bigoted catholic'* Still, d'ailleurs, 6tait
Protestant, se maria deux fois et eut plusieurs enfants. Sa
pi£ce a ete composee, sans doute, au temps oil la Roforme
n'avait pas encore prevalu; peut-etre fut-elle retouchee leg£re-
ment avant d'etre jouee en 1566; mais on y laissa les allu-
sions a la religion catholique, comme on avait fait pour les
Mysteres de Chester."
These last remarks of Jusserand call attention to the date
of the play, about which there has been dispute. There is
not much evidence on either side. Wright in his Historia
Histrionica (first printed in 1699) says of the play: "The first
comedy that I have seen, that looks like regular, is ' Gammer
Gurton's Needle1, writ, I think, in the reign of King Edward VI"
(1547—1553). Hawkins, in the preface to his "Origin of the
English Drama" (1773), says: The first dramatic piece which
appeared with that classic name (i. e. Comedy), was produced
as might be expected in one of our universities; this was
Gammer Gurton's Needle written in 1551." Warton, on the
authority of a manuscript memorandum by Oldys, the eminent
antiquary of the early part of the last century, says that the
play was written and first printed in 1551. Such are the
utterances of three critics, important in their own day, all of
whom advocate so early a date as 1551, and their assertions
were adopted by many other historians of the drama. For
instance, Craik, in the work above cited, says: "While there
is no proof that Ralph Roister Doister is older than the year
1551, it is by no means certain that Gammer Gurton's Needle
was not written in that same year." From Jusserand's ar-
guments, it is seen also that the internal evidence points rather
to the earlier date.
On the other hand, the official record seems to point to
the later date. In the Stationers' Register there is, under the
date of Nov. 6, 1563 — July 22, 1563; the following entry:
"T Colwell Recevyd of Thomas Colwell for his
lycense for pryntinge of a playe
intituled Dyccon of Bedlam &c iiij d."
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It is now the usually accepted view with critics that this
is the same play as "Gammer Gurton's Needle." In the first
place, Diccon of Bedlam is the most important and the most
original character in "Gammer Gurton's Needle"; and in the
second place, Thomas Colwell was the publisher in both in-
stances. But this view is controverted in the "Biographia
Dramatica" (I, 692): "From the book of the Stationers' Com-
pany, it might seem as though it (i. e. the play) had been
composed some years before publication, there being an entry,
in 1563, by Thomas Colwell, editor to the above performance,
of a play, entitled, Dyccon of Bedlam, which we imagine was
not printed under that title. This circumstance, however, is
inconclusive. In the year 1598, an interlude, called Thersites,
appeared, a production we have never met with; but no one
has hitherto conceived it to be the same with Troilus and
Cressida, because the character of Thersites has likewise been
introduced in the latter. Bedlam beggars (as they were styled)
we may suppose to have been characters common to many of
our ancient dramas."
In his "Chronicle History of the London Stage" (1890),
Mr. F. G. Fleay says:
"This play was entered S. R 1562—3, and had undoubt-
edly been played under its then title, Diccon of Bedlam. As
we find, in 'Martin's Month's Mind', 1589, that it belonged
to 'Laneham and his fellows', there can be no hesitation in
assigning it to Leicester's men. Its anteriority of publication
to any other play but one of theirs almost compels us to give
the date of the Court performance as 1562—3. It was after-
wards played at Cambridge in 1566, and publicly in London
by the Queen's men. It was written by William (sic) Still,
Β. Α., in 1561—2. He would hardly write a play while yet
an undergraduate, which consideration excludes the 1560—1
entry. Our printed version is from a playhouse or author's
copy, without prayer for the Queen." In a table in this same
work of Fleay, John Still's name is entered with the date of
composition of the play as 1563.
The arguments on both sides are by no means conclusive,
and they are mentioned here, because, as will be easily seen
this question of date has an important bearing on the question
of Still's authorship; for if it can be proved, either from
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external or internal evidence, that the play was written in
1551 or even before, then at once the hypothesis that Still
was the author falls to the ground. For, in 1551, he was
only eight years old. From the present state of our know-
ledge as to the date, we have not enough evidence on which
to base a positive statement.
It may be well here to notice the list of writers, some
of them of eminent authority, who have since 1782 joined
in attributing the play to Still. In this list are to be found
Malone (1790) and nearly all the nineteenth century critics
of the drama and biographers of Still: Gilliland ("Dramatic
Mirror", 1808), Chalmers ("Biographical Dictonary", 1816),
Nathan Drake ("Shakespeare and his Times", 1817), Hazlitt
("Lit. of the Age of Elizabeth", 1821), Maginn ("Noctes Ambro-
sianae," No. IV, Blackwood's Magazine, 1822), Granger ("Bio-
graphical History of England", 1824), Dibdin ("Library Com-
panion", 1824), Cassan ("Lives of Bishops of Bath and Wells",
1829—30), White ("Old English Drama", 1830), Collier ("An-
nals of the Stage", 1831), Hallam ("Literature of Europe",
1837—9), Disraeli ("Amenities of Literature", 1840), Chambers
("Cyclopaedia of English Literature", 1843), Halliwell ("Dic-
tionary of Old English Plays", 1860), Cooper ("Athenae Can-
tabrigienses", 1861), W.C. Hazlitt ("Bibliography of Old English
Literature", 1867), Allibone ("Dictionary of English Literature",
1870), Ward ("English Dramatic Literature", 1875), Klein
("Geschichte des englischen Dramas", 1876), Symonds ("Shak-
spere's Predecessors", 1884), Saintsbury ("Elizabethan Literat-
ure", 1887), Fleay ("Chronicle History of the London Stage",
1890), Fleay ("Biographical Chronicle of the English Drama",
1891), Morley ("English Writers", 1892), and J. C. Collins
("Essays and Studies", 1895 — art. on "The Predecessore of
Shakspeare".1
Some of these criticisms are worthy of note:
1. Drake: "Still, John, a prelate, to whom is ascribed,
upon pretty good foundation, the first genuine comedy in our
language".
1
 Since the above was written, Mr. F. S. Boas's "Shakspere and his
Predecessors" (1896) has reached me, and in it (p. 21) the author says:
uGammer Gwtoris Needle, dated about 1566, and generally ascribed to
John StiU".
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2. Maginn gives a conversation between Lord Byron and
Sir Morgan Odoherty (Maginn himself) in Pisa. They are
discussing literature.
«ODOHERTY".
"Here's Ritson. Turn him over; Γ11 translate any song
you like off-hand."
"BYRON".
"Here, take this one — 'Back and side go bare'. *Tis
not the worse for having a bishop for its father."
"ODOHERTY".
"Old Still must have been a hearty cock, — here goes.
Read you the English, and Γ11 chaunt it in Latin."
Byron then reads the English, and Odoherty sings this
Latin translation1 of the song:
"Sint nuda dorsum, latera —
P es manus, algens sit;
Bum Tentri veteris copia
Zythi novive fit.
Non possum multum edere,
Quia stomachus est nullus,
Sed volo vel monacho bibere
Quanquam sit huic cucullus.
Et quamvis nudus ambulo,
Be frigore non est metus;
Quia semper zytho vetulo
Ventriculus est impletus.
Sint nuda dorsum, latera —
Pes, manus, algens sit;
Bum ventri veterie copia
zythi novive fit.
2.
"Assatum nolo — tostum volo —
Vel pomum igni si turn;
Nil pane careo — parvum babes
Pro pane appetitum.
Me gelu, nix, vel ventus vix
Afficerent injuria;
Haec sperao, ni adesset mi
Zythi veteris pennria.
Sint nuda, &c.
This translation is to be fount} in Maginn's collected works.
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3.
"Et uxor Tybie, qui semper sibi
Vult qnaerere Zythum bene,
Ebibit haec persaepe, nee
Sistit, dam madeant genae.
Et mihi turn dat cantharnm,
Sic mores sunt bibosi;
Et dicit 'Cor, en! impleor
Zythi dulcis et annosi.'
Sint nuda, &c.
4.
"Nunc ebibant, donee nictant
Ut decet virum bonum;
Felicitatis habebunt satis,
Nam Zythi hoc est domum
Et omnes hi, qui canthari
Sunt haustibns laetati,
Atque nxores vel juniores
Vel senes, Diis sint grati.
Sint nnda, &c."
"BYRON".
"Bravo — bravissimo! — why, you would beat old Ca-
millo Querno if you would only learn Italian.
ODOHERTY.
I intend to learn it between this and the end of the week.
There is no language on the face of the earth I could not
learn in three days, — except Sanscrit, which took me a week.
It took Marsham of Serampore seven years. Would your lord-
ship wish to hear a Sanscrit ode I wrote to A. W. Schlegel?"
3. White: "There seems no doubt that it was the work
of Mr. John Still."
4. Hazlitt in his "Bibliography": "The authorship is not
altogether free from doubt." Yet the play is attributed to Still.
5. Ward: "The authorship of the play is attributed (on
not quite conclusive evidence) to John Still."
6. Symonds: " Gammer Gurton's Needle' has hitherto been
ascribed, on slender but not improbable grounds of inference,
to John Still."
7. Fleay: "The authorship has been all but unanimously
ascribed to John Still"
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8. Morley: "John Still, who lived to be Bishop of Bath
and Wells, was in his twenty-third year when his comedy of
'Gammer Gorton's Needle' was acted, in 1566, at Christ's
College, Cambridge 'Gammer Gorton's Needle' is not
snch a play as a Bishop would have written, for its fan is
associated with some coarseness of jesting common to the good
old time, from which 'Ralph Roister Doister' was free only
because it was written by a school-master for public acting
by his boys. John Still wrote as a yoong man with high
spirits, to amose his comrades."
It now remains to bring forward other arguments based
on external evidence to show that Still was not aothor of
the play. All these arguments must depend on external
evidence; for, in Still's case, we have nothing whatever in the
way of poems, on which to base a comparison with the
play. We have, therefore, to rely on contemporary testimony
(entirely negative in this case), and that of writers who lived
during the century and a half that followed Still's death.
I. Contemporary Testimony.
1. There is an important piece of contemporary evidence
that weighs heavily against the authorship of Still. On the
1st of September, 1592, the Vice Chancellor of the University
of Cambridge (Dr. Some), and certain Justices of the Peace,
issued a warrant to the constables of Chesterton (a small town
near Cambridge) to prohibit players from performing "certeine
Interludes Plaies or Tragedies" in that place. But the con-
stables were derelict in their duty, and the players gave their
performance. This violation of the warrant called forth a
petition from the Vice-Chancellor and the Heads of the Colleges,
from whom also a letter on the same subject was sent to
Lord Burghley. Nothing was done in the matter until July,
1593, when the Privy Council granted to the Vice-Chancellor
the power of suppressing plays and interludes in the town of
Cambridge and for five miles around it.
But, during the delay in the passage of this law, events
of a different kind were occurring at Cambridge:
"In December, 1592, Dr. John Still . . . was at the head
of the University of Cambridge; and a command was received
from London, that a comedy in English should be got up there
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for the amusement of the Queen, as in consequence of the
prevalence of the plague, her own actors could not play before
her at Christmas. It is somewhat singular that such an order
should have been given after what had so recently transpired,
and it almost looks as if Elizabeth and her courtiers intended
it as a sort of reproof to the University."1
This command caused the authorities to write to Lord
Burghley, asking for further time for preparation, and for
liberty to substitute a Latin for an English comedy. A por-
tion of that letter is as follows:
"How ready wee are to do anything that may tend to
her Majesties pleasure, wee are very desirous by all meanes
to testify; but how fitt we shall be for this is moved, having
no practise in this English vaine, and beinge (as wee think)
nothing beseminge our Students, specially oute of the Univer-
sity, wee much doubt; and do find our principall actors (whom
wee have of purpose called before us) very unwilling to playe
in Englishe Englishe Comedies, for that wee never used
any, wee presentlie have none: to make or translate one in
such shortness of time wee shall not be able: and therefore,
if wee must needes undertake the busines, and that with con-
veniencie it may be graunted, these two things we would
gladly desire: some further limitation of time for due prepar-
ation, and liberty to play in Latyn." This petition was signed
by John Still as Vice-Chancellor (Collier gives a fac-simile of
his hand-writing) and the six heads of the Colleges.
The most significant point in this piece of evidence is the
expression, "Englishe Comedies, for that wee never used any."
It seems most probable that if Still had written "Gammer
Gurton's Needle", he would not have refused to acknowledge
the authorship thirty years after the play was written; and
here we find him, as a representative of the University, dis-
claiming any previous use of comedies in English.
2. Sir John Harington (1561—1612), the friend, the pupil,
and the parishioner of Still, gives in his "Briefe View of the
State of the Church of England"2 a succinct account of Still's
character. Here Harington relates some incidents in Still's
1
 Collier's "Annals of the Stage", vol. II, p. 293.
51
 In "Nngae Antiquae", London 1804, 2 vols. Vol. II, p. 157f.
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life, but not one word does he mention about Still's connection
with the drama. The sketch is not really biographical, but
rather pleasant, chatty, personal and full of anecdotes; in fact,
it is the very place where we should expect to find some
mention of Still as a dramatist (if he were such). Harington's
silence on the point is certainly significant. As Hunter says:
"Considering how much Harington says of Still, it is extra-
ordinary that he does not refer this dramatic piece to him."
3. All of the characteristics and qualities of Still of which
we know, are against connecting him with such a comedy as
"Gammer Gurton's Needle", with its low humor and extreme
filthiness of expression. It is against all the known facts of
his life that he should have written such a drama.
Notice, first, the important offices he held. Born about
1543, he entered Christ's College, Cambridge, in 1559, took
his B. A. degree in 1561—2 and his M. A. in 1565, and was
subsequently elected fellow of Christ's. On October 29, 1570
(taking his B. D. this year), he was admitted Margaret preacher,
and during the latter part of the year he was appointed Lady
Margaret professor of divinity. In 1571 he was made rector
of Hadleigh, and in 1572 dean of Bocking. In 1573 he
became canon of Westminster.
In 1574 he returned to Cambridge, being elected master
of St. John's College. Honors and offices continued to be
showered upon him. In 1575 he was made a D. D., and on
the 4th of November of that year he was elected Vice-Chan-
cellor of the University. In 1576—7 he was appointed arch-
deacon of Sudbury, and in June 1577 was constituted master
of Trinity College. In the following year, when it was pro-
posed to hold in Germany a diet for composing matters of
religion, Dr. Still was one of the two commissioners appointed
to represent England at this diet. This was when he was
only thirty-five, and only sixteen years after the propable
composition of "Gammer Gurton's Needle". In 1592 he was
again made Vice-Chancellor of the University, and in 1592—3
he was elected Bishop of Bath and Wells, which high office
he held until his death, February 26th, 1607—8.
Let us notice, again, the testimonies from various con-
temporaries — Archbishop Parker, Bishop Grindal, and others
— as to Still's high character. In Strype's Parker (p. 432 —
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I, 273) it is said that Still was "both wise, discreet, and learned,
and of good credit in London". "A man of much staidness
and gravity." Archbishop Parker (1573) "took him, tho' so
young, to be more mortified than others of forty or fifty", and,
in a letter to Burghley, "said that were he not his Chaplain,
he would say he were a man in all respects as fit as any he
knew in England!" While master of Trinity "he proved a
very diligent and good governor for many years".
Sir John Harington speaks of Still in terms of almost
extravagant admiration:
"Who hath given me some helpes, more hopes, all en-
couragements in my best studies; to whom I never came, but
I grew more religious; from whom I never went, but I parted
better instructed His breeding was from his childhood
in good litterature and partly in musique He came
clearly to it (i. e. his bishopric) without any touch or
scandall, that he brought a good report from the places where
he had lyved, shewd himself e well natured and courteous to
the kindred of his predecessor, (and) had a farre greater fame
of learning and merit This bishop, whom I count an
oracle for learning I hold him a rare man for
preaching, for arguing, for learning, for lyving; I could only
wish, that in all theise he would make lesse use of logique,
and more of rhetoricke."
Thomas Baker, in his "History of St. John's College",1
has a short sketch of Still, who was the fourteenth master
of the College. Here Baker says:
"If Mr. Shepherd (the preceding master) were a slug, his
successor will compensate for his inactivity. . . . It (Still's
election) was certainly a very good one, and they that were
concerned in it, could not have done better for the interest
of the college He governed the college with constancy
and resolution and with a steady hand, having prudence equal
to his activity and a reputation for learning that set him
above the calumnies of his enemies His prudence, inte-
grity and learning."
In a letter of Gabriel Harvey to Spenser occurs this
tribute to Still:
Edited by J.E.B. Mayor, Cambridge 1869, 2 vols. Vol. I, pp. 168—172.
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"Tho' truly I suppose he had need be an excellent philo-
sopher, a reasonable good Historian, a learned Divine, a wise
man, such a one as Dr. Still or Dr. Bing that should show
himself in this argument."
Hunter queries about this:
"Would not Harvey have alluded to his poetic power, if
Still had been known as a writer of verse?"
As Harvey and Still were personal friends, this is cert-
ainly a pertinent question.
It may be added to these items of contemporary testi-
mony that Still was not noted as a writer during his life-time,
and what he did write was insignificant and unimportant
Above all, we have no evidence that he wrote any poetry at alL
There is danger in laying too great stress on arguments
drawn from the facts of Still's life or from contemporary
testimony as to his high character. We must be careful not
to look at the question from our nineteenth century point of
view, but we should rather remember that in Still's day the
notions of people were looser than at present. Life ran higher,
license to a great degree was permitted, and coarseness was
a characteristic of nearly all works. It was also not an un-
common thing for churchmen to write plays. The point, there-
fore, that I wish to make with regard to Still is not that it
was out of keeping with the age for a churchman to write a
play, but rather that there is nothing in his life and character
to suggest a connection with the drama. It might be added
that we have no evidence that Still had taken orders in 1562,
the probable date of the play.
II. Traditionary Evidence.
Does any tradition come down to us through the writers
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that would in any
way connect Still with "Gammer Gurton's Needle?" As was
said in the "Biographia Dramatica" (1782), "his name as a
dramatic writer has been hitherto unknown;" but does any
work that treats of Still or the drama written between Still's
death and 1782 contain any hint as to Still's authorship of
the play? On examining all the authorities accessible we find
an absolute silence on the subject.
Fuller (1608—1661) in his "Worthies" and "History of
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Cambridge," Anthony it Wood (1632—1695) in his "Athenae
Oxonienses," Strype (1643—1737) in his numerous historical
and biographical works, Langbain (1656—92) in his "Account
X)f the English Dramatic Poets," Wright in his "Historia Hist-
rionica" (1699), Newcourt in his "RepertoriumEcclesiasticum"
(1708—10), Jacob in his "Poetical Register" (1724), Hearne
in his edition of "Duo Rerum Anglicarum Scriptores Veteres"
(1732), Peck in his "Desiderata Curiosa" (1732—5), Baker in
his "History of St. John's College" (about 1740), Chetwood in
his "General History of the State" (1749), Hawkins in his
"Origin of the English Drama" (1773), and Warton (1775);
— all of these writers treat more or less fully of Still or
"Gammer Gurton's Needle, "but in no case are the two con-
nected with each other. Too much dependence of course must
not be put on the silence of these old writers; but some of
them were very laborious and painstaking antiquarians.
I have now reached the end of the arguments advanced
against Still's authorship, and it is time to sum up: The only
evidence we have that the play was by Still is the attribution
of it to him by the "Biographia Dramatica" two hundred and
twenty years after the play was written; this attribution was
based on a mere supposition, which has long been disproved
by Craik and Hunter, and moreover contains a statement that
an examination of the records of the University of Cambridge
shows to be false. All succeeding critics have attributed the
play to Still, partly on the authority of the "Biographia Drama-
tica", partly because such a tradition emanating from that
work was afloat. All the evidence that we have in regard
to Still or the play is strongly against his authorship. As
far as I have been able to discover there is no contemporary
evidence that in the least favors or hints at his authorship
of the play: Still's own words as Vice-Chancellor of the Uni-
versity of Cambridge are a very strong piece of indirect
evidence against it; Sir John Harington's negative testimony
is against it; contemporary testimony from prominent church-
men and writers are against it; finally, there is not a particle
of traditionary evidence, so to say, that speaks for it. In
other words, those very authorities who we should suppose would
give us some positive information as to Still's authorship, give
very strong negative testimony to the contrary. I hence
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conclude from the evidence before us that John Still did not
write "Gammer Gurton's Needle."
This leaves the play without any known author, and we
are now confronted with the question: Is there any evidence
that can connect the play with any other writer of the second
half of the sixteenth century? This may be answered in the
affirmative; for there is strong testimony that the play was
the work of John Bridges, afterwards Dean of Salisbury and
Bishop of Oxford.
Attention has been called to the authorship of Bridges
by three writers. The first of these is Joseph Hunter, whose
work, as has been noted, has never been published; the other
two are Professor A. W. Ward and Mr. Sidney L. Lee, both
of whom do not attribute the play to Bridges. Let us first
notice Hunter's statements:
"It (the play) was however attributed by a contemporary
to quite a different person. This was Dr. John Bridges, against
whom one of the Marprelate tracts is directed."
Here follows the reference to the famous "Epistle" (to be
given presently), and Hunter continues:
"This is certainly a testimony not to be despised. If there
is anything in the charge, we must suppose the 'Mr. S.' to be
a blind or a mistake, or a mistake of the original publisher.
"It has remained, I believe, hitherto unnoticed. It is
supported however by this circumstanoe that Dr. Bridges did
write in verse, another piece being attributed to him, namely,
a Sheet in rhyme of all the names attributed to the Lord in
the Bible He was of Pembroke Hall the
poetical college
"On the whole I incline at present to the opinion that
Bishop Bridges rather than Bishop Still was the author of
this play: or, if we must take a middle way, that both were
concerned in it."
Prof. Ward has this to say in a footnote in his "History".l
"From a passage in Martin Marprelate's Epistle (1588)
it would appear that Dr. Bridges, Dean of Salisbury, the author
of the Defence of Church Government attacked in the celebrated
1
 Vol. I, p. 142, note 4.
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libel, had been credited with the authorship of this play. But
M. M. thinks that the internal evidence of 'some witte and
invention' in the author of the play disproves the supposition."
Mr. Sidney L. Lee, in his sketch of Bridges in the "Dict-
ionary of National Biography"1, says:
"The satirists state doubtfully that he was the author of
'Gammer Gurton's Needle', usually attributed to Bishop Still."
Are the statements of the satirists doubtful ones? Let
us examine and see for ourselves.
All of the evidence in favor of the authorship of Bridges
is contemporary. The earliest reference to him as the author
is to be found in Martin Marprelate's famous "Epistle to the
terrible Priests of the Confocation house" (1588).2 This pseud-
onymous pamphleteer is addressing Bridges, whose ponderous
work, "Defence of Church Government," was the immediate
cause of the great Marprelate controversy. The reference is
as follows (p. 10):
"You have bin a worthy writer as they say of a long
time; your first book was a proper Enterlude, called Gammar
Gurton's Needle. But I thinke that this trifle, which sheweth
the author to have had some witte and invention in him, was
none of your doing: Because your bookes seeme to proceede
from the braynes of a woodcocke, as hauing neither wit nor
learning."
This very caustic criticism must be taken in its real sense:
it is intensely ironical, as in fact is the whole "Epistle", which
is pitched on a high key of extravagance and vituperation.
On the title-page Bridges is spoken of as "doctor of diullitie",
and in the work is called "as very a sot as euer lived." The
prelates are spoken of as "proud, popish, presumptuous, pro-
fane, paultrie, pestilent and pernicious," the Bishops are
"cogging and cosening knaves," and the Bishop of Winchester
"is not able to so bo to a goose". This ironical spirit is
finely shown in the remark on Bridgets ponderous "Defence":
A man might almost run himselfe out of breath before he
1
 Vol. VI, p. 321.
* "Puritan Discipline Tracts". Publ. by John Petheram, London 1843
Reprinted by Mr. Edward Arber in the "English Scholar's Library", no. 11
London 1878.
Anglia. N. F. VII. 21
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could come to a full point in many places in your booke." We
must, therefore, not take Martin's statements too literally.
But it is not only in the "Epistle" that the play is
attributed to Bridges, but there are equally as strong refer-
ences in this direction in Martin Marprelate's "Epitome" (1589).*
This is an epitome of the first book of Bridges's work. On
p. 26 Martin says (he is addressing Bridges):
"Do you think that you can answer men, by saying that
you in deed wrote page 59 This is a prettie aun-
swere, is it not thinke you? Let me take you againe in such
a pranck, and ile course you, as you were better to be seeking
Gammer Gurton's needle, then come within my fingers."
Again on p. 55:
"In deed Master D. (i. e. Bridges) quoteth no author for
his warraunt, he is redd you know in the Legend of lies.
There it is: what have the puritans to doe where he found
it? Let the answere to it. "There is a book of this name,
which M. doctor made as they say." "M. D. found Anthonie in
Hodges breeches."2 What if he founde it in Hodge his breeches,
seeking for Gammer Gurton's needle? Is the reason worse than
the rest of his booke, because it is without authoritie."
On this passage Petheram, the editor of the "Epitome",
has the following note:
"P. 55,1. 7. he is redd you know in the Legend of
lies.] Although the marginal note attributes a book with
this title to Bp. Aylmer;3 Martin probably meant nothing
more than that the comedjf of 'Gammer Gurton's Needle', which
was written by Dr. (afterwards Bishop) Still, was attributed
to him; all dramatic pieces probably being estimated by strict
Puritans as Legends of lies."
In another passage in the "Epitome" there is possibly a
veiled reference to the language of "Gammer Gurton's Needle";
"And let the learned reader iudg whether others cannot
play the ignorant sots as well you Brother Bridges. Tush,
tushe, I would not have you claime all the skill, in Barbarismes
and Solecismes vnto your self. Other men can bebaue them
1
 Also printed by Petheram and reprinted by Arber.
3
 Side-notes from original edition, it seems.
8
 This is a mistake. Petheram evidently meant Bridges.
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selues with commendations that way as well as you, thoughe
in deed not so naturally I graunt. Farewell sweete Doctor,
and make much of the courtier Martin."
At the first of the "Epitome" Martin had said of Brid-
ges's style:
"His stile is as smooth as a crabtree cudgell
In this one thing I dare preferre him before any that euer
wrote: to wit, that there be not 3 whole periods for euery
page in the book, that is not graced with a verie faire and
visible solecism."
The evidence is very slight, but may not the "Barbarismes"
mentioned above refer to "Gammer Gurton's Needle"?
There is a reference to "Gammer Gurton's Needle" in
Thomas Nashe's "Martin's Month's Mind" (1589), * in which
work is given an account of "the Death and Buriall of Martin
Marprelate." Martin is on his death-bed, and calls his sons
around him. To these he makes his dying confession (p. 179 f.):
"Three things there are (my sonnes) that were my bane.
. . The first was my foolerie After that some
of our companions had dealt sagelie in the cause, and gained
good credite with some of some sort; in lept I (like a wood-
cocke I must confesse) with twatling tales . . . of Ganmer
Gurtons needle, etc., etc., etc., in my
Epistle."
In the preface "to the Reader", Nashe speaks of Martin's
sons (p. 164):
"Their iests bee so stinking stale; as you must holde
your nose while you reade them, or els they will go neare to
turne your stomack: as who then, I coulde a tolde te
tat. Good Neames and Nunkaes. And Kankerburie.2
With Ka. John 0 Bridges."
And just below: "So that now, the Stage is brought into
the Church; and vices make plaies of Church matters."
Before leaving the testimony of the Marprelate tracts
it may be well to notice a statement made by Mr. Saints-
1
 Complete Works of Thomas Nashe. Edited by A. B. Grosart. "Huth
Library", 1883—4. Vol. I.
2
 These expressions are very obscure: Neames and Nimkaes are sy-
nonyms for "uncles"; KanJcerburie is evidently Canterbury; what the others
mean I do not know.
21*
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bury in regard to them. In his "Elizabethan Literature"
(p. 55), he says:
"Gammer Gurton's Needle, attributed to and all but
certainly known to be by John Still, afterwards bishop. On
the question of authorship, if may be observed that the posi-
tive attribution of Martin Marprelate made during Still's life,
and, bishop as he was, rather as a compliment than otherwise,
seems (inasmuch as it provoked no contradiction from the
vigilant scrutineers of any hole in Martin's coat) decisive."
Not all of the Marprelate tracts have been accessible to
me; but the evidence of those I have read, is entirely on the
side of the authorship of Bridges. Still's name is not once
mentioned, and he does not seem to have had any connection
whatever with the Marprelate controversy. Mr. Saintsbury's
remark is, therefore, very likely, a mistake.
Attention has been called to the fact that Bridges was
not only a theologian but also a poet. Besides the work ment-
ioned by Martin in the "Epistle" — "You have written a
sheete in rime, of all the names attributed unto the Lorde in
the Bible, a worthy monument", — Bridges published, in 1604,
a work entitled, "Novum Testamentum in Hexametros versus
ad verbum & genuinum sensum fideliter in Latinam linguam
translation", thus showing that he possessed facility in versi-
fication. \Ve have a piece of contemporary testimony to the
fame of Bridges as a writer and a poet: Sir John Harington,
in the work that is quoted above, thus speaks of Bridges (Π, 201):
"The good father; . . . Doctor John Bridges, a man whose
volumes in prose and verse give sufficient testimonie of his
Industrie; though, for mine own part, I am grown an unfit
praiser of poetrie, having taken such a surfeet of it in my
youth, that I think now, a gray head and a vearse do not
agree together, and much lesse a grave matter and a vearse.
. . . . I am almost of opinion, that one ought to abjure
all Poetrie when he comes to Divinitie."
Very little is known concerning the life of Dr. John
Bridges, but he has been made famous as that churchman with
whom the celebrated Martin Marprelate controversy began.
Fuller and Cooper do not mention him, and Wood has only a
few notes about his life. All that is really known of the facts
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in his life is summed up by Mr. Sidney L. Lee in his sketch
of Bridges in the "Dictionary of National Biography."
The date of his birth is unknown. He was educated at
Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, taking his B. A. in 1556 and his
M. A. in 1560. This last date is in accord with the probable
dates of the composition and production of "Gammer Gurton's
Needle." The fact also that he spent some years in Italy in
his youth would tend to show that he early came under direct
poetical influence. About 1558 he translated three of Machi-
avelli's discourses into English, and afterwards received a
benefice in Kent. In 1572 he published a translation from the
Latin of Rudolph Walther's 175 "Homilies on the Acts of the
Apostles", and in 1573 appeared his "Supremacie of Christian
Princes". In 1575 Bridges received the degree of D. D. from
Canterbury, and in 1577 he was made Dean of Salisbury. Ten
years later he published his most famous work — "A Defence
of the Government established in the Church of Englande for
Ecclesiasticall Matters". This is a ponderous quarto. It has
been seen what rare sport Martin Marprelate had with this
book, and how its long and involved periods gave occasion for
some of his most caustic irony. It does not appear, however,
that Bridges took any real part in the controversy; for the
side of the church was taken by Thomas Cooper, bishop of
Winchester, and other prelates,
On the 12th of February, 1603—4, Bridges was consecrated
Bishop of Oxford at Lambeth by Whitgift, and unlike his
predecessors he lived in his diocese. He died at a great age
in 1618. Very little has been said by contemporaries as to
the character and ability of Bridges, but it is reasonable to
suppose from the high offices he held and the important po-
lemical works he wrote that he was a man of some ability
and no little strength of character. The fact that he made
translations both from Latin and Italian shows the versatility
of his powers. In a stormy and eventful period in church
affairs he seems to have been a striking figure, and more than
once was he called on to defend his church.
Having gone through all the evidence in favor of the
authorship of Bridges, it may be \vell to sum up: The bio-
grapher of Bridges, Mr. Lee, and the historian of the English
Drama, Prof. Ward, refuse to attribute the play to Bridges,
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but accept the current attribution of it to Still; but as early
as 1838 Hunter suggested that Bridges might be the author.
All of the contemporary evidence is in favor of Bridges: it
is striking how often his name and the name of the play are
connected together in the various Marprelate tracts. It may
be objected to this evidence, that the satirist is heaping ridi-
cule on Bridges and would resort to such a shift — namely,
that of attributing such a low and vulgar performance to a
churchman high in power — to help his cause. But another
prominent churchman, Bishop Bale, wrote a play, "Kynge
Johan", that is about as vulgar as "Gammer Gurton's Needle";
besides, the latter play is not connected with any other church-
man, though Martin satirizes a good many. It must have
been the opinion current at the time, that Bridges wrote
the play.
The difficulty that presents itself is the "Mr. S. Master
of Art"; but may not this be taken as a blind or a mistake?
Is it not possible that in those days of poor printing and many
typographical errors an S might be easily mistaken for a B ?
As Prof. B. L. Gildersleeve very ingeniously suggested to me,
the S may have been used as a blind, because it is the sound
of the last syllable of Bridgets name. Is it right to hang
all question of authorship on a single initial, when all the
weight of evidence is against the authorship of any one whose
name begins with S?
I conclude that, while the evidence is perhaps not strong
enough to declare positively that he wrote the play, yet there
is a strong probability that John Bridges was the author of
"Gammer Gurton's Needle".
AUBURN, ALABAMA. CHARLES HUNTER Ross.
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